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As part of my AP European history class, I plan to incorporate the following two lessons.

Lesson I: Stalinist Collectivization in Kazakhstan.
Kazakhstan was hit especially hard by Joseph Stalin’s drive to collectivize agriculture in the 1930s. 1 I plan
to expand my lecture on the Soviet Union in the 1930s by including a description of the conduct and
consequences of collectivization in Kazakhstan. My lecture will draw on the articles by Martha Brill
Olcott and Niccolo Pianciola.
I will also incorporate a first-person perspective on collectivization by assigning students passages from
Mukhamet Shayakhmetov’s The Silent Steppe: The Memoir of a Kazakh Nomad Under Stalin. In the first
chapter (about seven pages long), Shayakhmetov recounts his childhood in a nomadic family prior to
collectivization, in the process providing a concise account of the nomadic economy and culture. As this
first chapter says very little about the Soviet government, it could potentially be assigned in other classes
that are focused not on communism but on the nomadic lifestyle.
Subsequent chapters detail the persecution nomads experienced under the collectivization program. The
book is too long for inclusion in a general survey course, but I am planning on including passages from
pages 1-60, as well as from chapter 17, which describes the famine when it was fully underway.
Shayakhmetov also recounts his experiences serving in the Red Army at Stalingrad.
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Estimating the number of people who die in any such catastrophe is difficult, but
scholars agree that the suffering was immense. Martha Brill Olcott states that
“[h]undreds of thousands of Kazakhs died of starvation during this period and untold
numbers were killed or arrested while resisting collectivization,” and Niccolo Pianciola
writes that “[a]ll that is certain is that entire zones were emptying of their inhabitants.”

Lesson II: Atomic Testing in Kazakhstan and its Aftermath.
As part of my lectures on the Cold War and its consequences, I will discuss the Soviet
nuclear testing program in Kazakhstan and its repercussions for today.
In August 1949, the first Soviet atomic bomb was detonated at the Semipalatinsk test site
in eastern Kazakhstan. This was the first of 116 aboveground nuclear tests that the
Soviets would conduct at this location. These blasts subjected many in the area to high
levels of radioactivity, and studies indicate that people in the region exposed to test
radiation have been more likely to develop certain kinds of illnesses.
Radioactive dust churned up by these blasts--and by similar tests conducted by the United
States and Great Britain—circled the globe, eventually returning to earth as fallout.
Elevated levels of radioactivity appeared in American milk. Mounting concerns over the
ecological effects of fallout prompted the Soviet Union, the United States, and Britain to
in 1963 sign the partial nuclear test-ban treaty, which barred the aboveground detonation
of nuclear weapons. Henceforth, these three powers conducted their nuclear tests
underground. The Soviets conducted a total 340 underground atomic tests at
Semipalatinsk, although I have not been able to determine from the literature if any of
these 340 tests occurred before the signing of the treaty.
With the breakup of the Soviet Union in 1991, all nuclear testing ended in Kazakhstan,
though hotspots of high radiation remain. In one place, reported Richard Stone in
Science in 2003, the authorities simply capped an area of highly-radioactive ground with
a layer of concrete, out of worries that terrorists could use the radioactive dirt to create a
dirty bomb.
To prevent the dangerous remnants of Cold War atomic programs from falling into the
wrong hands, the U.S. government established the Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR)
program, which works with Russia and former Soviet republics such as Kazakhstan. The
United States government is interested in keeping terrorists from obtaining radioactive
materials from the Semipalatinsk test site, as attested to by a February 2010 secret cable
from the U.S. embassy in Astana, Kazakhstan, released by Wikileaks, which reads in
part: “Of all of the projects funded by the CTR appropriation, the most critical is a
classified project to secure weapons-grade materials at the former Soviet nuclear
weapons test site in Semipalatinsk.”
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